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Deliverable D2.7 reports about the final implementation of the IMOVE system, the outcome of task T2.4 of 

project work package 2.  

The IMOVE architecture envisioned in the DoA consists in a framework of ICT components, namely software 

enablers, as combinable building blocks to complement and enhance the technological level of a Mobility as a 

Service business. Their final specifications have been documented in deliverable D2.5. 

They have been designed identifying  different interoperability schemes and options to support the integration  

with the great diversity of existing and novel MaaS initiatives and their ICT infrastructures, comprising transport 

service providers owned systems (e.g. for ticketing) and 3rd party software (e.g. local journey planners).  

A specific software enabler (Open API) addresses the interconnection and services provision to mobile 

application backends to streamline the inclusion of IMOVE provided functionalities in mobility apps targeted to 

MaaS end-users.  

Furthermore, the document presents the technological guidelines followed in the implementation and the 

process adopted by the development team. 

In the last chapter deployment options are investigated. Enablers have been integrated first in a testing 

environment where developers have full control and can monitor and troubleshoot them, within the scope of 

task T2.5. In terms of deployment IMOVE software is flexible in supporting cloud based and on premises 

models. Ad-hoc selection and configuration activities of the enablers have been carried out in the Living Labs, 

depending on local technologies and targets, in conformity with the plans agreed with the relevant LL leader 

and partners.   

Some of the enablers require the implementation of specific internal modules (namely field adapters) to 

achieve compatibility and guarantee data exchange with local MaaS operators technologies. These have been 

developed and iteratively improved in cooperation with work package 3 and 4 to support the Living Labs 

execution. 

Work package 2 tasks from T2.2 (Architecture and Design) to T2.4 (Software Enablers Development) will 

remain active until month 28, along with task 2.5 (Integration & Technical support) running to project end in 

month 30. They together will iteratively improve the software enablers, leveraging on feedbacks from the Living 

Labs to perform maintenance and troubleshooting tasks and minor enhancements to the current release.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

IMOVE project proposes a research and Living Labs experimentation approach to Mobility as a Service 

emerging paradigm in the people mobility and transportation landscape, based on three main pillars (each one 

developed in a specific work package) basically consisting in: 

 Scalability unlockers (Work Package 1), a toolset of state of the art business models and practices 

to revolutionize the way people moves and possibly disrupt the mobility market as it is nowadays with 

an effective mix of seamless access to a wide range of transportation modes, innovative marketing 

strategies based on multimodal / multioperator bundles and subscriptions, policies to encourage 

behavioural change and in the long term decrease the usage and ownership of private cars. 

 Software enablers (WP 2), an ICT framework consisting in combinable building blocks. The aim is to 

establish, on the foundation of MaaS operators owned ITS platforms, a technology layer filling the 

gaps in existing propositions and / or empowering them with novel capabilities and advanced services. 

Enablers will deliver added value to end users and their business counterparts as well 

 Data & Information Exchange Framework (WP3), to investigate opportunities and barriers in 

business data analysis and knowledge sharing between partners federated in a MaaS initiative. 

Moreover, a reference data model for MaaS will be identified, to harmonize the different definitions of 

entities and their relationships, an essential step towards interoperability. 

Strong emphasis is put on the setup and execution of Living Labs (in work package 4). They are controlled 

environments where concepts and innovations envisioned in the project are tailored to local ecosystems where 

project partners and external stakeholders are involved in experimentation to provide an effective and valuable 

feedback and pave the way for further improvements.  

Furthermore the project aims at testing cross-border interconnection of a selection of its Living Labs in a joint 

virtual one to test services roaming between different mobility as a services providers, to demonstrate the 

feasibility of this approach and to foster the participation in a European wide MaaS network. 

1.1 WORK PACKAGE 2 

Within IMOVE, work package 2 addresses the ICT support to Mobility as a Service business through the design 

and implementation of a set of components (software enablers) aimed at specific business areas and offering 

a broad range of functionalities and services to benefit all the involved stakeholders.  

ICT technologies play a key role across the value chain of Mobility as a Service solutions not only because 

they offer services to the actors involved (end users, MaaS operators, transportation service providers) but 

also because they are essential to the large scale interaction of these actors in their operational workflow. 

At the same time ICT can be the common ground on which to build more advanced business developments 

both at the corporate and the public administration levels, leveraging on the insights gathered running the 

services to assist strategic planning and effective resource allocation.     

In work package 2 specific tasks are devoted to the steps in software enablers development cycle: 

 Task 2.1 Functional and technical specifications 

 Task 2.2 Architecture and Design 

 Task 2.3 Open API specification 

 Task 2.4 Software enablers implementation 

 Task 2.5 Integration & Technical support 

Most of them have been scheduled to keep running in parallel because this WP is receiving feedbacks from 

other WPs and especially form the Living Labs, to foster a continuous improvement expected to be achieved 

by refining and iteratively enhancing the outcomes of each stage in the process. 
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1.2 TASK 2.4 

According to the DoA ([1]) Task 2.4 about software enablers development is active between project months 1 

and 28 and led by Softeco.  

Since the project start, this task is running in parallel with the other work package 2 tasks and Its first outcome 

was the initial version of the IMOVE Software Enablers, based on the initial IMOVE system architecture and 

specifications in deliverables D2.2 ([3]) and D2.3 ([4]) and described in D2.4 ([5]) about IMOVE System 

Implementation 1, submitted on 30/09/2018..   

In this task the technical partners SOFTECO, MOSAIC, ICCS, CVUT and URBI: 

 considered the design and technical specification outcomes of other work package 2 

 cooperated with work package 3 in defining a reference data model and with work package 4 in 

identifying local per Living Lab adaptations 

 agreed on the priorities and the activities timeplan 

 cooperated to produce the releases of implemented enablers prototypes to be integrated and tested 

in the planned executions of Living Labs environments 

1.3 DELIVERABLE STRUCTURE 

This deliverable reflects the main outcome for Task 2.4 and consists in a descriptive report about the 

implemented IMOVE software enablers framework. It is based on the content of D2.4 ([5]) accounting about 

initial IMOVE system implementation. The information provided in that document have been revised with 

updates and expansions related to the software enablers evolution in the iterative development, testing and 

improvement cycles. 

Chapter 2 recalls the architecture specified in task T2.2 and drafted in deliverable D2.2 ([3]) and updated in 

deliverable D2.5 ([6]) with a focus on enablers internal structure and their implementation. 

Chapter 3 details more in depth the interoperability of IMOVE software enablers with 3rd party ICT systems, 

being them consolidated MaaS platforms, transportation service providers owned ITS infrastructures or 

independent software vendors provided technologies. 

Chapter 4 deals with the IMOVE system implementation development process, guidelines agreed among 

consortium partners and technologies adopted. 

Chapter 5 reports about implementation details of the IMOVE software enablers 

Chapter 6 informs about deployment options and system configuration 

Conclusions summarize the work performed in Task 2.4 and cross-link it to the active synergies with other 

IMOVE work packages. 
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2 IMOVE ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

One of the pillars of the IMOVE project is to focus on and enhance the information technology tools to support 

business actors in the Mobility as a Service ecosystem. 

At the supply side, the mobility offer consists in a portfolio of mobility services spread across transport modes 

(public transport, shared mobility, railways) operated by various public and private operators and agencies. 

They may already own technological assets (booking and ticketing software, fleet management systems, etc.) 

and rely on them to streamline specific operational workflows. 

Users stand at the demand side, willing to travel with ease in the most effective way according to the available 

options and their preferences. Their mobility experience can be improved early before the trip begins providing 

information about services and timetables and avoiding queues at ticket offices. To this aim, dedicated 

websites first, and applications on mobile phones thereafter, started offering a virtual self-service desk where 

travellers can organize their journey and get ready to travel with greatly reduced hassle. Mobility as a Service 

paradigm brings further the mobility options for users, enabling the combination in a single solution of multiple 

transport modes, different payment schemes (pay per use, bundles, subscriptions) and more personalized 

service provision. 

The complex business workflows and operations involving the supply and the demand side in a Mobility as a 

Service ecosystem require to be backed by a MaaS platform, an IT infrastructure coordinating all the related 

automated procedures and human activities.  

In the landscape depicted above, where business counterparts are heterogeneous in term of maturity level 

and baseline technology available, the IMOVE consortium has not envisioned a monolithic platform but a 

framework of targeted ICT components (i.e. software enablers).  

They can be flexibly combined to compose an environment supplying mobility related information and services 

to end users interacting with the backend systems of mobile phone applications, provided by Maas initiative 

partners or market available. 

Within IMOVE, a software enabler is a self-contained piece of software intended for a specific MaaS business 

aspect. It implements a coherent set of functionalities that can be self-consistent or part of more complex 

workflows in cooperation other enablers.   

Some of the enablers functionalities involve external (3rd party) systems; these may include 

 MaaS platforms already deployed and open for integration 

 ITS systems controlled by transport operators, public authorities or mobility agencies 

 Independent vendors provided software (journey planners, payment platforms, etc..) 
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Figure 1. Positioning of IMOVE software enablers in a generic MaaS architecture  

 

The concept of a framework of software units and their interactions with external systems envisioned in IMOVE 

influence software enablers design in different aspects: 

 their internal structure  

 the communication flow among enablers within IMOVE to perform advanced tasks 

 the interoperability models to interconnect with third party systems both on the supply and on the 

demand side 

The following section showcases IMOVE software enablers as a list of components each one targeting a 

specific functional area and the subsequent one looks inside a generic enabler to identify a common structure. 
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2.1 SOFTWARE ENABLERS FRAMEWORK 

The IMOVE framework is composed by the software enablers listed in Table 1: 

Table 1. IMOVE software enablers 

Software enabler Description 

Identity Manager handles the concept of a unique IMOVE MaaS end user 

(traveller) and its connection to external services and accounts 

User Tariffs Manager manages the end user’s subscriptions, credit and quotas related 

to transport services 

Mobility Tracker collects the mobility-related information about the users and 

provides this information to other software enablers 

Preferences Manager provides the information about the user’s preferences, habits, and 

needs 

Notification Manager stores messages generated by other enablers and 

interconnected systems to be delivered to users via their mobile 

apps 

Roaming Manager enables and ensures the interconnection of multiple MaaS 

operators enabling for inter-roaming and cross-border roaming 

services 

Price Manager collects, organizes and provides information about the prices of 

services of local transport providers 

Mobility Organizer extends the trip planning capability towards the needs of IMOVE 

MaaS users and enables them to take full advantage of services 

on offer 

Booking Manager allows other software enablers, and ultimately the users, to 

perform mobility service bookings and purchases 

Incentives & Gamification Manager takes care of incentivisation mechanisms designed to influence 

user’s behaviour in a desirable way (via rewards, achievements, 

etc.) 

Open API (formerly B2B API) publishes the IMOVE functionalities to 3rd party ICT platforms 

(e.g. mobile app back-ends) that are interested in integrating the 

functionality provided by IMOVE into their offers. It also takes 

care of access control, security and communication monitoring 
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2.2 STRUCTURE OF A GENERIC SOFTWARE ENABLER 

The generic structure of a software enabler is presented in the following picture: 

 

Figure 2. Structure of a generic software enabler 

At the core of a software enabler stands an engine implementing the business logic required by the functionality 

it was designed for. Configuration parameters are listed in a human readable text file. The persistence layer 

where data is organized and preserved consists in a database. 

No enabler is conceivable as a completely isolated unit, as all of them need some kind of interconnection to 

other software entities to be of some use: 

 Some of the enablers require interoperability with external ICT platforms, controlled by local MaaS 

providers, to exchange data and services with them 

 Many enablers take advantage of functionalities exposed by other enablers to perform their operation 

To address the first point, a field adapter encloses a dedicated interface and any required customized logic 

to interoperate with the external platform. 

Specific version of these field adapters are developed to interconnect the relevant 3rd party ICT systems, 

minimizing the development effort required to get the enabler ready to run in a specific IMOVE deployment.  

Another interface layer is devoted to the inter-enabler communication within the boundaries of IMOVE: the 

internal API consists in a set of operations made available by an enabler to others in order to provide them 

some services in term of information exchange or actions to be performed.   

A remarkable exception to this general structure is the Open API software enabler (formerly named B2B API) 

that consists primarily in a specific interface layer (Open API). Its aim is to give access to the IMOVE framework 
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ecosystem to mobile applications backend services interested in integrating selected IMOVE functionalities in 

a self-consistent, controllable and well documented way. 

Depending on this description, a more detailed picture about the IMOVE framework has been drawn, both to 

consolidate the main concepts just presented and to prepare for the forthcoming section about external 

systems interoperability with the software enablers. 

 

Figure 3. IMOVE software enablers framework 
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3 SOFTWARE ENABLERS – MAAS PLATFORM 

INTEROPERABILITY MODELS 

According to the architectural overview described in the previous chapter, IMOVE software enablers can be 

combined and integrated with existing MaaS systems according to different schemes to leverage on already 

available features and improve other functional areas to enhance the overall level of the MaaS infrastructure. 

Depending on the ICT MaaS platform capabilities and on the agreements with its maintainers, different kind of 

technical solutions can be envisioned for enablers interoperability. 

3.1 INTEROPERABILITY SCHEME 1: MARKET-AVAILABLE MAAS 

PLATFORM 

 

Figure 4. Interoperability with a market available MaaS platform 

 

The picture showcases the IMOVE interoperability model with a market-available MaaS platform. 

Looking at the picture from bottom to top, the MaaS platform basically consists in: 

 modules interconnecting transport service providers (public transport, shared mobility, rentals, etc.) 

ICT platforms 

 backend services hosting the business processes 

 accompanying mobile app to supply mobility services to end users. 

In Figure 4 the IMOVE framework is sketched out highlighting the role of the Open API enabler and presenting 

four generic software enablers each one representing a specific interoperability case. The following 

subsections describe them individually, starting from the left most one. 
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3.1.1 NO INTEROPERABILITY 

Some enablers need not to be interconnected to a MaaS ICT platform to exchange data and / or services. 

Notification manager is a good example, as it only collects information from other enablers and delivers it 

through the Open API. 

In this case, development of a field adapted is not required. 

3.1.2 NATIVE API INTEROPERABILITY 

The second case interconnects the enabler with a MaaS ICT platform which is closed to modification. There 

may be many reason for this: 

 The platform is legacy software 

 Vendor is not offering customizations 

 Modification is not feasible due to economic or technical constraints 

Prerequisite for the integration is the availability of a documented interface layer (the Native API in Figure 4) 

supporting all the functionality required by the relevant enabler. The adaptation to the IMOVE business logic 

is performed within the enabler by a specific field adapter implementation. The development effort depends on 

the complexity of the interactions, the data translation and adaptation required; in any case it is completely 

enclosed on the IMOVE side. 

3.1.3 CUSTOM API INTEROPERABILITY 

In the third scenario the external MaaS ICT platform API interface can be customized to a certain extent to 

favour the interoperability. 

This case comprises many intermediate cases positioned in between the Native API one and a tailor-made 

interface towards the underlying MaaS system, with the assumption that the platform already supports all the 

operations required by the IMOVE enablers. Thus the enablers-MaaS platform interconnection can be 

guaranteed with a limited amount of work. On both sides, the adoption of standards specified by international 

organizations and widespread in the industry can reduce the impedance mismatch and consequently decrease 

the required activities. 

3.1.4 CUSTOM API INTEROPERABILITY, WITH CUSTOM KERNEL 

In the last interoperability hypothesis the 3rd party MaaS platform lacks some feature required by the IMOVE 

software enabler. 

Here the MaaS platform has to be extended with specific features (represented in Figure 1Figure 4 as the 

Customized kernel box). They may require to be implemented from scratch or can be provisioned by IT 

systems controlled by individual transport service providers or supplied by independent software vendors.  

Activities required on the interface with MaaS platform side are more demanding, but the estimation depends 

on the exact list of the missing features; this solution may be viable especially if a reasonable effort unlocks 

the adoption of the software enablers and raises substantially the overall level of the platform. 
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3.2 INTEROPERABILITY SCHEME 1B: MAAS PLATFORM OWNED BY AN 

IMOVE PARTNER  

In this scheme, the MaaS ICT platform still implements all the business logics to operate the back-office 

services, as well as the user interface (web and/or mobile app), and IMOVE is isolated from underlying 

service/transport operators; but here, since the MaaS platform is property of an IMOVE partner, a selection of 

the functionalities that were previously provided by IMOVE enablers are now implemented directly within the 

MaaS platform with an “interface adaption layer” that emulates the behaviour of IMOVE internal API. In other 

words, if in the previous scheme IMOVE enablers were adapted to comply with the underlying MaaS platform, 

in this case the platform is adapted to comply with IMOVE enablers. 

 

Figure 5. Interoperability with a MaaS platform owned by an IMOVE partner 

The interoperability with IMOVE enhances the underlying MaaS platform through  

 The provision of additional services (e.g. the Incentives Manager) 

 The integration with external systems (e.g. existing ITS platforms)  

 The native support to IMOVE roaming. 

Interface adapters (purple blocks) are be implemented by the provider of the MaaS platform (e.g. URBI on 

Turin and Berlin Living Labs), together with other required customizations (e.g. additional interfaces towards 

public private and transport operators, wherever possible), mostly within WP4. 
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3.3 INTEROPERABILITY SCHEME 2: CUSTOM MAAS PLATFORM 

 

Figure 6. Custom MaaS platform built composing IMOVE software enablers 

 

Sometimes the ICT baseline support for a given location doesn’t consist in a consolidated MaaS platform with 

an adequate level of integration, but features only isolated systems owned by individual transport service 

providers (e.g. ITS systems, ticketing platforms) or independent software providers (e.g. mapping providers, 

journey planners). In such a landscape a custom MaaS platform can be built from the bottom up relying on a 

collection of IMOVE software enablers, tailored to the targeted functionalities to be implemented. 

In this case the field adapters role within the relevant enablers becomes greater in importance, as they have 

to accomplish multiple and complex functionalities:  

 collect and harmonize information from different sources 

 coordinate workflows involving multiple parties from different IT systems and domains 

 expose at the enabler side a self-consistent and standardized IMOVE compliant interface 

The interoperation burden is totally on the software enablers side, as field adapters are no more simple point 

to point impedance mismatch adapters towards a ready-made MaaS platform, but they: 

 have to be connected directly to relevant 3rd parties IT systems or transport service providers ICT 

platforms 

 have to implement specific part of the whole MaaS business logic and workflows by themselves. 
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4 IMOVE SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter describes engineering practices and implementation guidelines followed in the initial 

implementation of the IMOVE software enablers framework. 

4.1 IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES 

Many aspects already investigated in the earliest stage of the project were consolidated to establish an 

adequate and effective development strategy; in particular these outcomes of technical work packages and 

tasks in terms of working drafts and submitted deliverables have been reviewed and considered: 

 Requirements specification and analysis (Work package 2, [2]) 

 Initial ([3]) and final ([6]) system architecture and specification (WP 2) 

 Initial ([4]) and final ([7]) Open API specification (WP 2) 

 IMOVE System Implementation 1 (WP2, [5]) 

 Data Management Plan (WP 3, [8]) 

 IMOVE Data Translators and Reference Information Model – first version (WP 3, [9]) 

4.1.1 MICROSERVICES APPROACH 

The concept of software enablers conforms well to be implemented following a microservices approach. 

This modern architectural style is an evolution of the well-established in the industry concept of service-

oriented architecture (SoA). The system is built as a collection of loosely coupled services, each one 

implementing a specific business context. Boundaries among these areas are enforced and data flow is 

restricted to well-defined interfaces and protocols. This decomposition improves software modularity, 

encourages development by small autonomous teams and iterative improvement of any component 

independently from others through agile methods and continuous refactoring. These benefits reflect also in the 

deployment, operation and maintenance phases, where self-containment and smaller components scale 

balances the increased complexity of a more distributed system. 

4.1.2 RESTFUL WEB SERVICES 

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) definition refers to interoperability between information processing 

systems connected in a network through a communication protocol. This well-known system design in its 

evolution led to the adoption of different technologies and communication protocols and standards, based on 

lower level networking protocols (TCP/IP, HTTP) but introducing specific constructs and data exchange 

techniques becoming widespread in the industry. Examples of these standards are messaging styles and 

protocols like SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and REST (REpresentiational State Transfer).  

SOAP transmits over the HTTP protocol a XML based message format consisting in an enclosing element 

(envelope) a header section and a body containing the custom payload. 

REST is built on the basis of the request/response mechanism peculiar to the HTTP protocol to derive a set 

of architectural constraints to manage the exchange of resources and services. In particular actions correspond 

to expressly named communication endpoints, adopting HTTP request verbs (e.g. GET, POST, PUT, 

DELETE) according to their nature and identifying resources on the network by a URI (identifiers that express 

the protocol, address and endpoint information).  

Responses consists in a HTTP status code (e.g. 200 for a successful request, 404 for a resource not found) 

and possibly a body encoded in a well-known open standard text based format like XML (eXtensible Markup 

Language) and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation). Both of them were common choices, as they are human 

readable and easily interpretable for automatic processing, with the last one prevailing nowadays because it’s 
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more compact and features a simpler syntax allowing entities description through attribute/value pairs and 

specific notations for arrays. 

4.1.3 INTERFACES DOCUMENTATION 

Documentation of webservices interfaces assume an essential importance in projects like IMOVE for many 

reasons:  

 The adopted architecture promotes internal self-consistency in components, with clear and well-

established boundaries among them that need to be clearly understood.   

 The development team is geographically spread and features organizations and individuals with  

different technical backgrounds and roles in the process 

 To need to assess and achieve interoperability with external systems (MaaS platform, 3rd party 

systems, mobile apps).  

Many languages and tools are available to streamline this task; basically they consist in a human readable file 

format, editable in any text editor. Often some web based toolsets are associated with them to provide 

additional features like code generation for service clients and automatically generated web pages to test 

services by compiling an online form providing the required input parameters, submitting requests and 

analysing the relevant responses. 

In the context of IMOVE, the adopted documentation format is OpenAPI ([9]), formerly known as Swagger. 

4.2 DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

An iterative methodology has been applied to system implementation in the software enablers development 

task T2.4; this methodology has been identified in the DoA as an effective way to improve project outcomes 

along the project time frame leveraging on the feedbacks collected in Living Labs execution.  

The same process will be adopted for evolving and enhancing the initial system architecture and the Open API 

specification to guide the subsequent development cycles ensuring progress and added value in future 

software releases. 

4.2.1 ENABLERS AND FEATURES PRIORITIZATION 

Living Labs plan phase in progress in work package 4 provided a valuable amount of information to define the 

development roadmap for the initial version of the enablers and to establish a prioritization in the 

implementation of the functionalities they are expected to perform. The following sections inform about the 

individual steps identified to target the initial release of the IMOVE software enablers: 

 Interfaces implementation and services mock-up 

 Business logic implementation 

 Preliminary integration tests 

4.2.2 IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 
 

4.2.2.1 INTERFACES IMPLEMENTATION AND SERVICES MOCK-UP 

In the planning phase development partners agreed on focusing first on the Internal API and the Field Adapter 

elements (presented in Figure 2) at least for their interfaces implementation. This allows to decouple the 

development of each enabler from the ones they possibly depend on, as mock implementation of these may 

be sufficient for testing their interaction even in complex workflows.    
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4.2.2.2 BUSINESS LOGIC IMPLEMENTATION 

The subsequent phase consists in the development of the core business logic of each software enabler, 

according to its initial design and specification.  

4.2.2.3 PRELIMINARY INTEGRATION TESTS 

In parallel with working on local adaptations, a first round of integration tests in a developer-controlled 

deployment environment has been planned to consolidate in advance the enablers, monitor their behaviour, 

detect and resolve runtime issues. More in detail these tests focused first on assessing expected outputs of 

internal enabler procedures, then on the execution of inter-enabler workflows. 

4.2.2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL ADAPTATIONS - CUSTOMIZATIONS 

Work package 2 development team has been working in close contact with Living Lab partners (in work 

package 4) and data management experts from work package 3 to develop local adaptations for the general 

purpose software enablers. 

4.2.2.5 DEPLOYMENT AND INTEGRATION TESTS 

The deployment of adapted instances of some enablers required further integration tests on a per Living Lab 

basis, this activity has been performed in the scope of task 2.5 (Integration & Technical support) that will last 

to project end at month 30. 

4.2.2.6 SUPPORT TO OPERATION AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

To iteratively evolve the outcomes of this technical work package, tasks from T2.2 (Architecture and Design) 

to T2.4 (Software Enablers Development) remain active until month 28, with periodical specification updates 

and code improvements to take advantage of Living Labs feedbacks in the subsequent IMOVE software 

enablers releases. 
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5 SOFTWARE ENABLERS IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

An extensive description of the software enablers that are part of the IMOVE framework can be found in 

deliverable D2.5, entitled Final system architecture and specification ([6]); in this chapter the focus is mainly 

on the adopted technologies and implementation details: 

5.1 IDENTITY MANAGER 

Each user in IMOVE must be uniquely identified, in order to provider a unified and personalized experience. 

By centralizing the user identity, information related to the user can be easily shared with all services and 

enablers which in turn can build up on the mobility history of the user. 

The component responsible for this will be centralized and common to each IMOVE deployment.  

The Identity Manager has the following features: 

 verification of a personal communication mean for the user, such as phone number or email 

 assignment of a unique id to the user, accessible and available to any other enabler 

 securely storing user credentials of external providers so that, under certain scenarios, the user 

can be recognized by the mobility provider (clarifying example: the user must have an account if 

he/she wishes to reserve a car, and the provider-specific identity is stored within the Identity 

Manager as well to enable this functionality. By being a centralized enabler, the Identity Manager 

is the natural place where to store such information, so that it can be accessible by multiple IMOVE 

deployments without the need of replication). The credential storage is encrypted via AES-256. 

 groups: a general concept which has been introduced to support more complex scenarios such 

as company organizations or families.  

 

Table 2. Identity manager technology detail 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform: AWS 

Development languages:  

 Java 8 

Software libraries / frameworks: Spring 

Data Storage: Postgres 10 

Relevant data standards: JWT 

Operating system for deployment: Linux Centos 

 

5.2 USER TARIFFS MANAGER 

The User Tariffs Manager is the enabler responsible to store and handle the MaaS subscription information of 
each user, including the validity time span and available quotas. 

When a user requests mobility options or wishes to book an option, the user tariffs manager is queried to check 
whether it is possible to do so, or if a ride is “included” in the subscription or needs to be paid separately. 

A subscription must be associated with a payment method for recurring charges or payment of the services 
not included in the subscription quota. 
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Table 3. User Tariff manager technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform: AWS 

Development languages:  

 Java 8 

Software libraries / frameworks: Spring 

Data Storage: Postgres 10 

Operating system for deployment: Linux Centos 

 

5.3 MOBILITY TRACKER 

The Mobility Tracker is a software enabler aiming to collect and generate mobility information about the end 

users.  

The component will get user data from an external mobile application, which will make use of the GPS to get 

geolocation information. The Mobility Tracker will also use data from the user activity collected by other 

enablers, such as the Booking Manager. 

 

Table 4. Mobility tracker technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform: AWS 

 Lambda functions 

 API Gateway  

 RDD MySQL 

 EC2 

 Dynamo DB 

 CloudWatch 

Development languages:  

 Python  

 JS (lambda functions)  nodeJS 

Software containers 

 Docker 
Software libraries / frameworks: Boto 3 (AWS SDK for Python) to manage services 

such as EC2 and S3. 
Data Storage: MySQL (iwith Amazon RDS) 

Dynamo DB 

Relevant data standards: JSON 

Operating system for deployment: Linux 

Additional notes: This application is developed on AWS platform with 

the previous toolkit listed above. Docker 

containers are in use to pack services and having an 

isolated environment 
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5.4 PREFERENCES MANAGER 

The Preferences Manager is an enabler that provides mobility information about users. This information ranges 

from service preferences/options manually selected by the user to service usage patterns automatically 

inferred from her/his behaviour. 

 

Table 5. Preferences manager technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform: AWS 

 Lambda functions 

 API Gateway  

 RDD MySQL 

 EC2 

 CloudWatch 

Development languages:  

 Python  

 JS (lambda functions)  nodeJS 

Software containers 

 Docker 
Software libraries / frameworks: Python Django REST framework 

Data Storage: PostgreSQL 

Relevant data standards: JSON 

Operating system for deployment: Linux 

 

5.5 NOTIFICATION MANAGER 

The Notification Manager represents a single collection and storage point for all messages generated and/or 

by other enablers to be dispatched to IMOVE end users for informational purposes.  

 

Table 6. Notification manager technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform: Microsoft .NET Core 

Development languages:  

 C# 

Software libraries / frameworks: Microsoft .NET Core 

Data Storage: Microsoft SQL Server Express 

Relevant data standards: JSON 

Operating system for deployment: Multiplatform (Windows and Linux) 
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5.6 ROAMING MANAGER 

Roaming Manager is the enabler that aims to take care of supporting business cooperation between MaaS 

operators through the exchange of a selection of services between involved parties according to their 

integration level in MaaS, their agreements and the amount of user information to be exchanged for this. 

 

Table 7. Roaming manager technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform:  

 Linux + Tomcat 

Development language::  

 Python  
Software libraries / frameworks: Shapely Python Package  

Django REST Framework 

Data Storage: PostgreSQL 

Relevant data standards: JSON, GeoJSON 

Operating system for deployment: Linux (Ubuntu 18.04.2) 

Additional notes: The Roaming Manager is a centrally deployed 

component which is interacting with the other Software 

Enablers through its internal APIs. The Roaming 

Manager cooperates closely with the Booking 

Manager, the Mobility Organizer, the Price Manager 

and the Tariffs Manager. Thereafter, this component is 

not deployed in the LLs and no field adapters are 

needed.  
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5.7 PRICE MANAGER 

The Price Manager is the component responsible for collecting the information about the prices of the services 

provided by transport operators. This information is then available to other software enablers via internal API 

endpoints.  

Table 8. Price manager technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform:  

 Linux 

 Keras + Tensorflow/Theano 

 OSRM (optional) 

Development languages:  

 Python  

Software containers: 

 Docker 
Software libraries / frameworks: Keras, Falcon, Tensorflow or Theano 

Data Storage: PostgreSQL + PostGIS extension 

Relevant data standards: JSON, OSM, YAML 

Operating system for deployment: Linux 

Configuration Price manager is configured through its config.yml file 

Additional notes: Price manager is intended for deployment in a Docker 

container. It can optionally make use of an OSRM 

instance running in another Docker container 
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5.8 MOBILITY ORGANIZER 

The Mobility Organizer is the software enabler designed to extend the trip planning capabilities towards the 

needs of a MaaS user and to enable the users to take full advantage of services on offer. In particular, the 

Mobility Organizer extends the standard trip planning functionalities in the following directions: 

 Composing trip itineraries combining public, private and shared means of transport. 

 Taking into account mobility service availability and prices, as well as user preferences. 

Table 9. Mobility organizer technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform:  

 Linux 

 Tomcat  

 Docker 

Development languages:  

 Java  

 C++ 

Software containers: 

 Docker 
Software libraries / frameworks: OSRM. 

Data Storage: MySQL (iwith Amazon RDS) 

Dynamo DB 

Relevant data standards: JSON, GTFS; GeoJSON 

Operating system for deployment: Linux 

 

5.9 BOOKING MANAGER 

The Booking Manager is the enabler responsible to perform all the operations concerned with reservations, 

bookings, rides and ticket purchases. It is also capable of assessing the availability of mobility offers (e.g. for 

shared vehicles) to other enablers (such as mobility organizer or incentives manager) so that different options 

can be presented to the user. 

 

Table 10. Booking manager technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform: AWS 

Development languages:  

 Java 8 

Software libraries / frameworks: Spring 

Data Storage: Postgres 10 

Relevant data standards: GTFS 

Operating system for deployment: Linux Centos 
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5.10 INCENTIVES & GAMIFICATION MANAGER 

The Incentives & Gamification Manager is a software enabler aiming to define and implement incentivisation 

schemes for users. MaaS operators and authorities can support user behavioural change in their daily life 

building up initiatives to reward positive user decisions with virtual achievements (badges, social media 

sharing) and small real world benefits (points/credits accumulation, bonus tickets, or discounts). This definition 

leads to a set of policies that can be implemented in software as a set of configured rules that on specific 

events can trigger actions. These events can be triggered/derived from data and knowledge about the user:  

As such schemes highly depends on specific incentivisation schemes defined by single MaaS operators and/or 

public authorities, the enabler comprises a generic engine; and the actual implementation of the evaluation 

rules and the incentivisation actions is be customized in specifically developed plugins to be configured and 

activated on targeted deployment instances. 

 

Table 11. Incentives & Gamification manager technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform: Microsoft .NET Core 

Development languages:  

 C# 

Software libraries / frameworks: Microsoft .NET Core 

Data Storage: Microsoft SQL Server Express 

Relevant data standards: JSON 

Operating system for deployment: Multiplatform (Windows and Linux) 

 

5.11 OPEN API 

The Open API layer has been designed to expose selected functionalities to external systems, typically mobile 

app back-ends, hiding their intrinsic complexity because of their dependencies on a relevant underlying MaaS 

platform and / or their complex workflows involving different enablers.  

 

Table 12. Open API technology details 

Technology details 

Development platform / stack: Platform: Microsoft .NET Core 

Development languages:  

 C# 

Software libraries / frameworks: Microsoft .NET Core 

Relevant data standards: JSON 

Operating system for deployment: Multiplatform (Windows and Linux) 
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6 DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS 

The IMOVE software enablers architecture, as a combinable framework, is open to multiple deployment 

options, supporting the most common Mobility as a Service organizational and operational scenarios. Next 

sections give an overview of the possible options, beginning with some general guidelines. 

6.1 GENERIC DEPLOYMENT GUIDELINES 

IMOVE software enablers have been conceived as self-contained deployment units, so they can be installed 

and managed independently; configuration mechanisms and a services registry determine the overall 

framework topology and runtime behaviour. 

6.1.1 DEPENDENCIES AMONG ENABLERS 

Whenever possible, dependencies among enablers have been kept to a minimum, in general ensuring that 

they still supply valuable but somehow limited services whereas they miss information provided by other 

enablers they depend on. For example the mobility organizer in absence of user data from the preference 

manager can identify travel solutions anyway but they may be general and not personalized. 

6.1.2 SINGLE INSTANCE ENABLERS 

Some enablers are intended to be deployed in a single instance independently of how many IMOVE different 

domains (local subsystems) will be running. More in detail, examples of single instance enablers are the 

identity manager and the roaming manager. 

6.2 DEPLOYMENT ENVIRONMENTS 
 

6.2.1 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT DEPLOYMENT 

To allow incremental development and software continuous integration, partners have set up early in the 

process and are maintaining a development instance of the enablers they are in charge of, to let other parties 

test the interactions they are interested in and for themselves to run, monitor and troubleshoot their relevant 

enablers in an environment under their full control.  

6.2.2 CLOUD BASED DEPLOYMENT 

The webservice nature of software enablers makes cloud based deployment a natural choice both from the 

technological and the business point of view.  

Advantages of this approach are the well-known ones in cloud systems, with reduced costs for hardware 

equipment and system administration, reduced initial effort at startup and increased flexibility and scalability 

as the services and the user base scale up. 

For the business standpoint, this infrastructural choice opens up to multiple commercial options as IMOVE 

enablers can be: 

 sold as a turnkey IT system,  

 provided with accompanying consultancy and development support for interoperability and 

customization 

 offered as the technological foundation of a full-fledged third party-managed Mobility as a Service 

solution 
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6.2.3 ON-PREMISES DEPLOYMENT 

This deployment model is suitable for environments with a consolidated IT infrastructure and technically skilled 

staff both in the system administration and the Mobility as a Service business operation.  

This scenario allows: 

 full control on the overall IT system 

 a tighter integration with existing MaaS platform and/or other already owned and deployed ITS assets 

 more customization opportunities and strategies 

On the downside higher upfront investments in terms of time and resources are required both at setup and 

administration time, and scalability has to be investigated more in detail and addressed with a proper initial 

sizing and a realistic scenario planning of future system evolutions. 

6.3 CONFIGURATION 

A distributed and modular system like the IMOVE software enablers framework require proper configuration 

before use to conform to the expected type and level of services of the specific environment and in the end to  

run and perform smoothly. 

A set of configuration files is associated to each enabler, adopting standard formats such as XML, JSON or 

YAML to facilitate human readability, text editing, and automated processing. 

Furthermore a catalogue of deployed enablers and available services is configured in a registry stored in the 

identity manager that can be queried by other enablers through its internal API.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

This deliverable reported about the outcome of task 2.4, the implementation of the IMOVE system in its final 

version. It consists in a framework of software enablers, ICT components integrating and enhancing the 

technological level of a Mobility as a Service business. They have been designed according to the 

requirements and specification analysis performed in the earlier stages of work package 2 of the project 

conforming to a service oriented architecture.  

Interoperability schemes and options have been identified for the interconnection with existing MaaS platforms 

and 3rd party IT systems, and a specific enabler (Open API) has been implemented to support the integration 

of mobile application backends targeting mobility end users with the IMOVE services. 

In the scope of task 2.5 the IMOVE software enablers are integrated and adapted in cooperation with work 

packages 3 and 4 for the deployment in the project Living Labs, according to the deployment options presented 

in this document.  

Feedbacks from work package 4, devoted to the preparation and execution of the Living Labs, and insights 

gathered in work package 5 about evaluation have been and are valuable sources of feedbacks and real world 

experiences for the continuous improvements of the enablers. 

Work package 2 structure reflects and supports this iterative process, keeping tasks from T2.2 (Architecture 

and Design) to T2.5 (Integration & Technical support) active throughout the Living Labs execution. Within these 

tasks development cycles have been enforced, comprising updates of the specifications, code reviews and 

additional implementation activities in order to enhance the effectiveness and quality of the subsequent 

software releases. 
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